Cartridge Case
Sizing & Cleaning

RIG

Brass Cartridge Case Cleaner................................. #BC-CC-1
Super concentrated, one bottle makes over two gallons of
reusable cleaning solution. Easily removes re-sizing lubricant, oils,
grime and stains from brass cartridge cases. Restores them to
original finish. Cleaner is safe, non-fuming, non-etching solution
that won’t weaken cases. Reusable, store solution in glass or
plastic container (not metal) and use when needed. Made in the
U.S.A. by Birchwood Casey. 16 ounces of concentrate.
#BC-CC-1
Brass Case Cleaner, concentrate
only $9.99
Case sizing lube, by Rooster Laboratories.... #Lube-PDQ-21
A little goes a long way. Allow it to dry before you start sizing.
With its alcohol base and metal protectants for steel and brass,
PDQ-21 is a high-tech extreme pressure lube which spreads
easily on its own and dries quickly. Spread the cases out on a
flat surface and mist them lightly with the enclosed pump-spray,
and then roll them back and forth to help spread the lube on the
cases. Will not affect primers or powder. The lube must be allowed
to dry before you size your cases. 8 ounce spray bottle.
#Lube-PDQ-21
Spray bottle, 8 ounces
only $9.95

rust inhibitor
grease

#Lyman-Case-Clean
liquid case cleaner
$8.99

#Lyman-GPCS
liquid gun parts
cleaner
$12.99

#Lyman-CCS
liquid case cleaner
$12.99

Case Bright, by Rooster Laboratories.............. #Case-Bright
Formulated specifically as a media additive for polishing
brass cartridge cases, Case bright cleaner-polish-protectant
radically speeds up production and leaves your brass gleaming
(protected by corrosion-inhibitors), and impervious to finger stains.
This is a user-friendly, ecologically sound, bio-degradable product
which contains no petroleum distillates. Mild citrus fragrance.
Pleasant to use, 8 ounce bottle.
#Case-Bright
Polish Media additive, 8 ounces only $6.99

Rig Rust Inhibiting Grease............................. #RIG-1, 3 or 12
A thin film of RIG Universal Gun Grease will help keep your
firearms rust free. One thorough application of RIG inside and out
will protect your rifle, handgun, shotgun, or muzzleloader against
rust or corrosion. Available in a 1.5 oz. squeeze tube or a 3 or 12
oz jar. Made in the USA, by Brichwood Casey.
#RIG-1
Universal gun grease, 1.5 oz. tube
only $ 3.79
#RIG-3
Universal gun grease, 3 oz. jar
only $ 5.99
#RIG-12
Universal gun grease, 12 oz. jar
only $11.49
RIG #2 Gun Oil Lubricant...............................#RIG-2-(4 or 10)
RIG #2 is a specialty gun oil formulated for lubrication and
rust prevention. Excellent for use on all firearm metal surfaces
to displace moisture, prevent rust and lubricate moving parts.
RIG #2 will not harm painted surfaces, plastics, rubber or plated
surfaces found on modern firearms. It will not gum up or attract
dirt. Available in a 4.5 oz. liquid or 10 oz. aerosol.
#RIG-2-4
Gun oil lubricant, 4.5 oz. liquid
only $4.99
#RIG-2-10
Gun oil lubricant, 10 oz. aerosol
only $6.99

Ultra-Sonic Cleaning
Turbo® Liquid Case Cleaner................... #Lyman-Case-Clean
Turbo Case Cleaner is an excellent liquid pre-cleaner for
extremely fouled cases. Also, it may be used as a wet media in
a rotary case tumbler. Or use it manually, to polish, clean, and
brighten brass trim or cartridge cases. Removes tarnish from
brass trim. 16 ounces.
#Lyman-Case-Clean
liquid case cleaner
only $8.99
Turbo® Sonic Cleaning Solutions........ #Lyman-CCS or GPCS
Cleaning with UltraSonics requires the correct solution for
the correct cleaning application. Lyman has partnered with a
renowned chemical company to delvelop the correct solutions
to deliver premium results for cleaning cases inside and out. The
gun parts solution is the perfect choice for steel ands stainless
steel parts such as barrels, cylinders or other parts.
#Lyman-CCS brass case cleaning solution, 16 oz only $12.99
#Lyman-GPCS steel parts cleaning solution, 16 oz only $12.99

#BC-CC-1
brass liquid case
cleaner
$9.99

#Case-Bright
polish media
additive
$6.99

408

#Lube-PDQ-21
case sizing lube
8 oz. bottle
$9.95

Cleanpower double ended brushes, 3 pack... #RIG-Brushes
A set of three double ended brushes gives you the ability to
clean firearm surfaces effectively without damaging them. They
are constructed with durable, flexible plastic handles and bristles
that are resistant to flattening and breaking. These brushes are
designed not to react with cleaning solvents, or oil, and will not
corrode. Sold as a pack of three, one nylon, one bronze, one
stainless. Nylon bristles are best for the most delicate parts of
a firearm. This brush protects the beautiful finish, as well as the
surfaces of older firearms with a fine patina. Bronze bristles with its
stout nature, removes hard deposits easily and without damaging
many blued or stainless surfaces. Stainless steel brushes can be
abrasive and should be used on only the most stubborn deposits.
#RIG-Brushes Double ended brushes, 3 pack
only $6.99

